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Cbet sizing question
So I’ve played poker for a while now and win around $20/hr at $1/3, so decent player
but not a crusher. One thing I’ve noticed about some pros and in the third man walking
podcast is that in some 3bet pots and other single-raised pots, hero doesn’t use small
cbet sizing. Like they will bet half or a little over half pot as a cbet. For the last year, I’ve
defaulted to almost always cbetting 1/3 pot, which I know can’t be bad, but I’m
assuming won’t win the most amount of money sometimes. However, in Marc Goone’s
most recent video, he says he likes to do a lot of small cbetting against poor
competition. These seem to be a little contradictory to me and I was wondering if you
could shed some light on when you should and shouldn’t be cbetting small. Obviously,
this is a very broad and general question, but any sort of explanation can help.
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1. Hand vs Wesley 2:28:00 Jh 9h
FLOP: Jc 2s 8s .. CO bets $300 me to $1100 him 3! to $2300 I call.
TURN: 2h $3k call. $12k in pot..
RIVER: 9d he check I check behind
2. Hand vs Fran 3:48:00 Ts 8s hand.. LOSE
I open $300 over UTG limp, call call.
FLOP: Qs 8d 4d x/x H bets $600, Fran calls in BB/fold.
TURN: 5h x/x
RIVER: x/x 8c Fran bets $4400 I call and lost to 67dd
POST SHOW:
3.
Preflop: $25k eff, Mike X opens MP1 300 I 3! KK Sb 1200, he calls.
FLOP: AA7 X/X.
TURN: Tdd. I bet 700 he calls.
RIVER: 7 I check he bets $3000 I call. He has A6s

Hand 4:
Preflop: Feldman opens 300, Nia calls, Mike X calls, sb calls I call. 24hh $1500.
FLOP: 783hh. Checked around.
TURN: Qh. X I bet $700 mike X calls. $2900.
RIVER: 2c. I bet $2000 him to $6000 I call he his nut flush

